1424 CAMP GROUND ROAD
LANCASTER, OHIO 43130-9503
Telephone (740) 687-6670 (M – F, 7:30 am to 4:00 pm)
Emergency Duty Telephone (740) 215-8030 (after hours)

Lancaster Municipal Gas (LMG)
DOT Qualified Plumbers
Due to Federal Pipelines Safety Regulations any contractor/plumber who installs a customer owned portion of
a gas service line must be “DOT Qualified” by the natural gas provider. In order to assist you with your
search, LMG has provided a list of local plumbing companies below that meet these qualifications.*
Lancaster Gas’ “Code Book for Piping on Customer Premises” is available on the web at
http://www.ci.lancaster.oh.us/dept/gas/ and should answer most questions a plumber will have regarding
replacing your service line. For re-establishment of gas service, your plumber must contact the gas department
and must be on the job with the pressure test(s) on and holding when the gas department personnel arrive.
Locally approved plumbers include:
Company
Amos Repairs
A-One Enterprises, Inc.
Bayer Plumbing & Heating
C.R. Strohmeyer & Son Plumbing
D & M Plumbing, LLC
GICO
Gutridge Plumbing
Gilbert Plumbing Co.
Holbrook Plumbing
Jackson Plumbing
Melsop Plumbing
Market Ready Plumbing
Miller’s Service, Inc.
Morbitzer Plumbing
MS Plumbing
Pipeworks, LLC
Quality Plus Plumbing
Rice Excavating
Wolfe Plumbing & Heating

Phone
614-834-1391
740-687-9325
740-687-1800
740-653-3333
740-804-2355
614-367-7486
740-349-9411
740-215-3933
740-412-5310
740-653-4109
614-778-5760
614-545-3190
740-653-8385
614-837-0089
740-808-3808
740-480-0487
740-687-6121
740-787-2763
740-743-2253

*Lancaster Municipal Gas utilizes Veriforce to verify qualifications on all plumbers installing customer service
lines. While it is not a requirement that a customer choose a plumber on the above list, it is required that the
plumber’s qualification information is registered with Veriforce.
The above list is provided strictly as a guide to assist in selection of a DOT operator qualified plumber. Any inclusion of a Plumber
or Plumbing company on this list does not constitute endorsement or recommendation by Lancaster Municipal Gas.
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